What is Core Privilege Plus?

Core Privilege Plus is the only tool you will need to quickly and easily introduce new and complex procedures into your institution. Core Privilege Plus is a powerful combination of privileging content in an easy-to-use Web application. The content comes complete with core privilege research, descriptions, and criteria from the leading, trusted privileging experts in the nation.

Created by partners CACTUS Software, HCPro, Inc., and The Greeley Company, this program can work with any credentialing software system. Whether you have CACTUS credentialing software, another credentialing software program, or none at all, Core Privilege Plus will work for you.

Core Privilege Plus is the only program that comes populated with . . .

» Well over 100 physician specialty and subspecialty core forms
» Key allied health practitioner forms
» Hundreds of special procedures
» Sample core privilege procedure lists
» Monthly updates

Clients can also conveniently access privileging criteria from the Credentialing Resource Center’s Clinical Privilege White Papers library, right through the user dashboard. More than 270 fully searchable and regularly updated White Papers containing sample criteria are available online, with two new White Papers added each month.

CONTACT US

Attend an online demonstration and see how you will benefit from using Core Privilege Plus. You and your team can attend prescheduled open Web-based presentations, or we would be happy to schedule a private demonstration at your convenience.

TO SCHEDULE A FULL DEMONSTRATION OR FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit www.hcpro.com/coreprivilegeplus
E-mail info@hcpro.com, or call 877-233-8828.
Customize, store, and manage your own forms with the Forms Builder

Just use the preloaded content from the database to design, revise, update, and manage versions of your own criteria-based core privilege forms. The HCPro master forms library is kept on our password-protected Web site; your own organization’s forms will stay on your intranet, behind your firewall.

Do you need to:

• Convert your privileges to a criteria-based system and are frustrated by project delays?
• Develop and update clear, credible privileging criteria?
• Manage multiple versions of privileges?
• Document provider privileges and criteria for CMS and The Joint Commission?
• Perform privileging research for new privileges?
• Introduce complex new privileges and procedures?

You can do it, with Core Privilege Plus

Core Privilege Plus is a Web-based software program to help design and assign clinical privileges. It comes complete with core privileging data and content from the most trusted, leading privileging experts in the nation, The Greeley Company and HCPro, Inc.

With Core Privilege Plus, you’ll be able to:

• Search the library of more than 100 core forms and suggested criteria, including physician specialties and subspecialties, special procedures criteria, and key APRN forms, 24 hours a day
• Use the sample criteria, core privileging language, and special procedures “beyond the core”
• View sample procedure lists for all privileging forms
• Customize forms to your own organization’s needs
• Receive monthly e-mail and online updates about new privileging research
• Search and view physician privileges by physician, specialty, and specific procedure from anywhere in your facility
• Capture and view exceptions and conditions to privileges using an easy lookup function

Maintain Revision Tracking and Control

You can store your historical forms in this location for as long as you need them. Each version includes a field where you can enter revision notes for a quick lookup of what you changed. This way, when you update your criteria or privilege descriptions, you don’t lose track of your older forms.

Easily Identify Descriptions and Criteria

The Forms Builder database includes fields for privilege descriptions, privilege criteria (qualifications), and sample procedure lists for all core privileges. For your convenience, instructions to the applicant are also included in the forms.

Hit the Ground Running with Customizable Content

You can pick and choose which procedures you keep, and which ones you don’t. You can also customize criteria and descriptions.

You can preview forms in PDF format, then print or save them electronically and distribute to your committee or medical staff members.

Load practitioner data and assign privileges in the Provider Database

Load your medical staff data and assign privileges to practitioners with Core Privilege Plus, all on your own intranet. Once privileges are assigned, search from anywhere in your facility to see who has which privileges and whether they are conditional.

Whether you have CACTUS or another credentialing software system, the practitioner data is pulled from your existing system—no dual-data entry necessary.
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